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• Crews, Donald. **Truck.**
  Greenwillow, 1980. 32 pages. Ages 3-6
• Cristini, Ermanno and Luigi Puricelli. **In the Pond.**
• DePaola, Tomie. **Pancakes for Breakfast.**
• Dupasquier, Philippe. **I Can't Sleep.**
• Feelings, Tom. **The Middle Passage: White Ships / Black Cargo.**
  Dial, 1995. 80 pages. Age 14 and older
• Geisert, Arthur. **Oink.**
• Hoban, Tana. **Cubes, Cones, Cylinders & Spheres.**
• Hoban, Tana. **Look! Look! Look!**
• Hoban, Tana. **Shadows and Reflections.**
  Greenwillow, 1990. 32 pages. Ages 4-7
• Hughes, Shirley. **Up and Up.**
• Keats, Ezra Jack. **Clementina's Cactus.**
  Viking Press, 1982. 32 pages. Ages 4-6
• Maizlish, Lisa. **The Ring.**
  Greenwillow, 1996. 32 pages. Ages 3-5
• Mayer, Mercer. **A Boy, a Dog and a Frog.**
  Dial, 1967. 32 pages. Ages 3-6
• McCully, Emily Arnold. **Picnic.**
• McMillan, Bruce. **Going on a Whale Watch.**
  Scholastic Hardcover / Scholastic Inc., 1992. 40 pages. Ages 4-7
• Ormerod, Jan. **Moonlight.**
• Oxenbury, Helen. **Beach Day.**
  U.S. edition: Dial, 1982. 10 pages. Ages 18 months-3 years
• Oxenbury, Helen. **Monkey See, Monkey Do.**
  U.S. edition: Dial, 1982. 10 pages. Ages 18 months-3 years
• Oxenbury, Helen. **Shopping Trip.**
  U.S. edition: Dial, 1982. 10 pages. Ages 18 months-3 years
• Rathman, Peggy. **10 Minutes till Bedtime.**
• Rohmann, Eric. **Time Flies.**
• Sara. **Across Town.**
  Orchard, 1991. 32 pages. Ages 5-9
• Sís, Peter. **Dinosaur!**
• Tafuri, Nancy. **Follow Me!**
• Turner, Sandy. **Silent Night.**
  Atheneum, 2001. 32 pages. Ages 5-8
• Vincent, Gabrielle. **A Day, a Dog.**
• Weitzman, Jacqueline Preiss. **You Can't Take a Balloon Into the Metropolitan Museum.**
• Weitzman, Jacqueline Preiss. **You Can't Take a Balloon Into the National Gallery.**
• Wiesner, David. **Free Fall.**
• Wiesner, David. **Sector 7.**
  Clarion, 1999. 48 pages. Ages 4-9
• Wiesner, David. **Tuesday.**
  Clarion, 1991. 32 pages. Ages 3-8
• Wildsmith, Brian. **The Apple Bird.**
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